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This useful guide provides information about majors and minors that offer courses fulfilling CE 
credits, CE projects, and upcoming courses.   

• ACCT 359 - fulfills Civic Engagement credit; instructor can override the prerequisite for 
interested students. Please contact Laura McNally (mcna5457@pacificu.edu) 
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ARTST-121-02 Studio I: Pinhole Camera 
Introduction to pinhole cameras, their construction and use. Process different kinds of negatives 
through conventional and digital means. Critical analysis of process, composition and content is 
emphasized. Upon completion of this course, students should be able to: 1) Demonstrate basic 
functions of a pinhole camera, 2) Construct several pinhole cameras, digital and conventional, 
using a variety of materials, 3) Analyze how function and construction affect the photographic 
image, 4) Critique work using vocabulary common to design composition and photography. 

ARTST-221-01 Studio II: Chains and Clasps 
We'll be using a variety of fabrication techniques to create chains and clasps from copper, brass, 
sterling and aluminum wire. From pounded metal to crocheted wire, from chainmail to soldered 
links, we'll be making a variety of wearable chains and hand-fabricated clasps.  This is a class 
that can be repeated as many times as you would like, as it's geared toward each student's level of 
expertise. 

ARTST-223-01 Studio II SU: The Art of Paddle Carving 
A wooden blade quietly dips in, propelling you through water and through life. When it is a 
paddle of your own making, ornamented with symbolism that reflects your own journey, it is an 
experience all the richer. Learn basic woodworking and carving skills while creating a single 
blade canoe paddle. This course concludes with a canoe trip on Hagg Lake. 

HIST-255-01 Debate US Constitution 
This is a role-playing class where, instead of listening to lectures, you will assume the character 
of a patriot during the Constitutional Convention of 1787. Each day, you will participate in 
debates about the intellectual, political, and ideological currents that surged through Philadelphia 
during the hot summer months of 1787. You will participate in a series of debates and votes 
about issues of enduring relevance, basing your arguments on primary sources, such as speeches, 
letters, newspaper articles, and drafts contained in the game book and on-line. The diary that 
James Madison kept during the convention will now be your best friend. The professor acts 
merely as game master, providing counsel. The Setup: The Articles of Confederation, which 
revolutionaries composed just after the War for Independence began, no longer serves the 
national interest. Delegates from each state gather in Philadelphia to compose a new document 
that will better serve the young country’s needs. Danger looms: rebels have risen in rural areas; 
Southerners threaten the union; France and Denmark await their debt payments; and the noble 
ideas fought for so recently seem on the verge of disappearing. Amidst internal chaos and 
external threats, you will serve as a member of a state delegation as well as an ideological faction 



(Nationalists, Moderate Nationalists, Confederalists, or Moderate Confederalists). While you 
have your own victory objectives, your faction does as well. Therefore, you have two sets of 
considerations. The faction with the majority of combined points wins the game. 

REL/SOWK 155 Spirituality & Wellbeing 
This class will explore personal and community wellbeing through a lens of peace and 
spirituality. Students will have opportunities to disconnect from the digital world, experience 
silent contemplation, and reflect on spiritual wellbeing—not limited to formal religion—
individually and as a community.  Students will be exposed to different spiritual practices and 
techniques of self-care and other-care to foster wellbeing, and will examine the ways in which 
spirituality affects community life.  The course will also address how spiritual wellbeing relates 
to both inner peace and a more peaceful world. 
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